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Abstract-An
analytical
investigation
is presented
for the purpose
of determining
the steady-state
characteristics
and stability thresholds of a closed two-phase thermosyphon.
The analytical model is based on
a lumped parameter description of the system that includes the thermohydraulics
of vapor core, liquid film,
and liquid pool of the evaporator. The steady-state solutions and the linear stability analysis of the governing
equations revealed the existence of two operating limits : one associated with flooding and the other with
drying of the liquid in the evaporator.
A parametric study was also performed to determine the effects of heat
pipe geometry, liquid filling, and fluid characteristics
on the operating limits. The comparison of the predicted
limiting heat fluxes of flooding and dry-out with the experimental data was also performed.

the liquid pool the thermosyphon
operation can be
limited by the boiling or critical heatflux limit. This limit
is similar to the critical heat flux condition in pool
boiling and it also leads to a temperature excursion of
the tube surface [7, 111.
With large liquid fillings in long thermosyphons
and
at large axial and small radial heat fluxes, it is possible
to establish another operating
limit, the so-called
entrainment or flooding limit. This limit occurs due to
the instability of the liquid film generated by the high
value of the interfacial shear which gives rise due to the
high vapor velocity induced by high heat fluxes. The
high vapor shear gives rise to the entrainment of liquid
from the film into the vapor core and, consequently, to a
flooding condition. This leaves the liquid film thin and
the evaporator surface can become dry resulting again
in wall temperature
excursion
or limiting system
operation.
By increasing
the heat flux above the
flooding limit, it is possible to achieve the liquid film
flow reversal leading to : (1) the accumulation of liquid
in the condenser; (2) falling of the accumulated liquid
due to gravity to the evaporator; (3) establishment
of a
film flow situation again; and (4) the occurrence of
flooding and film flow reversal whereby the cycle
repeats itself [ 111. Since this process has associated with
it large pressure and temperature
oscillations of the
fluid (on the order of 300”(Z), the heat flux condition
leading to this system operation is referred to as the
oscillation limit[ll].
From the above, it is clear that the operating limits of
a closed two-phase thermosyphon
depend on many
parameters. These are the input heat flux rate to the
evaporator
and its distribution,
geometry
of the
thermosyphon,
working
fluid, liquid filling and
operating pressure or temperature of the fluid. While it
is possible to model analytically
various limiting
situations
of a closed thermosyphon
separately
(dryout, critical heat flux, and flooding), it has not yet

1. INTRODUCTION
CLOSED
two-phase
thermosyphon
is a gravityassisted wickless heat pipe with liquid reservoir at the
b&tom. The addition of heat to the liquid causes the
liquid to evaporate ; the vapor rises to the top of the tube
where it is condensed and the condensate returns to the
evaporator section by gravity as a falling liquid film.
Experimental
studies [l-l l] of closed two-phase
thermosyphons
show the existence of several operating
limits that depend on the heat addition
to the
evaporator,
geometry
of the thermosyphon
(tube
diameter and length, length of the evaporator
and
condenser sections), liquid filling and fluid characteristics. These operating limits are identified in the
literature as the dry-out limit, burn-out or critical heat
flux limit, flooding limit, and the oscillation limit.
The dry-out limit can occur under the following
conditions : (1) when the amount of working fluid is a
minimum for the thermosyphon
to have a continuous
circulation of vapor and condensate
at a given heat
flux ; and (2) when some portion of the liquid film region
ceases to be cooled effectively. In the former case, when
the working fluid is less than the required minimum, the
liquid pool dries out resulting in the wall temperature
excursion in the evaporator.
The length of the dried
surface in the evaporator depends on the heat input,
liquid filling, working fluid, and operating
system
pressure but, unfortunately,
not much is known about
the detailed relationship between the variables which
give rise to such a limiting operation. At high heat fluxes
it is possible to reach the dry-out limit in the liquid film
above the liquid pool level. This can occur due to the
reinforcing effects of the high evaporation
rate and
interfacial shear whereby they prevent the downflow of
liquid. The result is a local dry-out of the surface of
thermosyphon
leading to wall temperature excursion.
At high liquid fillings when the heat input is only to
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NOMENCLATURE

Ca

CL

D

fW
Y
h;h*
h
1::

capillary number, pf/(ap,D)
specific heat of liquid
pipe diameter
interfacial friction coefficient
wall friction coefficient
gravitational constant
liquid filling height in the evaporator;

Q&R31

NI.

enthalpy of evaporation
thermosyphon
pipe length; 1/R
two-phase Grashof number,

Qi;QT

(gD3/$l/&“2
heat input to the evaporator;

QI.
R
Re
t; t*
T
4
u2
x:
XT

x:

nondimensional
dz”

p.R=kdQi
i

film length defined in Fig. lb.

Greek symbols
r,r; r,*; condensation

mass how-rate

per unit

pipe pewhery ; rc;hLoRIQi
liquid film mass flow-rate at Z per unit
pipe periphery ; T,hLGR/Qi
average film thickness
viscosity ; pG/pL

Qi/'(gPLRhLG)
liquid filling
pipe radius
Reynolds number
time; tQJ(pLh,,R3)
temperature
defined by equation (20)
defined by equation (21)
nondimensional
liquid film length, 5/R
nondimensional
film cross-sectional
area, &/R2
nondimensional
film temperature,

film velocity,

density

; pcIpL

surface tension
shear stress.
Subscripts
G
i
1
L
S
W

pertains to the vapor
pertains to the interface
laminar
pertains to the liquid
saturation valve
wall.

(T; - T,)IT,

proved feasible to predict quantitatively
within one
model the occurrence
of more than one limiting
condition as a function of the arbitrary parameters of
the system. Although a considerable data base already
exists on the two-phase thermosyphons,
it should be
noted that some of these data are incomplete
and
cannot be utilized for the verification of more complex
models, and much more data are clearly needed not
only to delineate
stable and unstable regions of
operation as a function of the parameters of the system
enumerated above, but also to guide the analysts in the
construction of more sophisticated physical models for
the prediction
of steady-state
and transient system
behaviors.
The objective in this paper is to construct a model of
the hydrodynamic
and heat transfer processes of a
closed two-phase thermosyphon
in order to determine
the steady-state and stability thresholds as a function of
independent
system parameters.
For this purpose, a
simple lumped parameter description of the system is
performed and the resulting mathematical
model is
examined for stability limits. It is found that the model
yields two types of heat flux limits: one that is
associated with the dry-out of the liquid pool and the
other which is associated with the instability of the
liquid film or flooding.

2. ANALYSIS
A typical operating condition of a closed two-phase
thermosyphon
is illustrated in Fig. l(a). The thermosy-
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FIG. 1. (a) Actual two-phase flow in a thermosyphon;
idealized flow in a thermosyphon.

(b)

Analytical

investigation

of a two-phase

phon consists of an internal pipe diameter D = 2R,
length 1, and of the evaporator and condenser sections
at the pipe bottom and top, respectively. Due to the heat
addition in the evaporator, the liquid evaporates from
the liquid pool and film regions ; the vapor rises along
the central core region of the pipe and is condensed on
the wall in the condenser portion. The liquid then
drains by gravity along the pipe surface to the liquid
pool. In reality, the liquid film thickness is not uniform
(due to the evaporation and condensation)
and usually
not smooth, and may be covered by a complex system of
waves. However, for the purpose of constructing
a
model, it will be assumed
that the film can be
represented by an average film thickness Fas illustrated
in Fig. l(b). The vertical distance from the top of the pipe
to the liquid pool surface will be denoted by .?, the
average film temperature by T,, and the liquid pool and
vapor core are assumed to be saturated at T,. The film is
also assumed to be thin, 6 CCR, and the operation of the
thermosyphon
away from the thermodynamic
critical
point, pG/pL CC1.
2.1. Lumped parameter analysis
Denoting
by To; the mass flow-rate
of vapor
condensation
per unit tube periphery (2nR) onto the
liquid film and by I-,_ the mass flow-rate of liquid per
unittubeperipheryflowing(atY)intotheliquidpool,we
have from the control
volume mass and energy
balances on the liquid film and pool :

thermosyphon
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corresponding
laminar values. The wall and interfacial
shear stresses used in the momentum equation (4) are of
the form :

There is one additional
equation
expressing
conservation
of mass of the total fluid in
thermosyphon
that has to be used, i.e.

QL in this equation is the (volumetric) liquid filling and
it is an independent parameter of the system.
The system of nonlinear
equations
(lH7)
is
sufficiently complex and its solution will not be
investigated in this paper. Instead, only a special case
corresponding
to the saturated
liquid film will be
considered below.
Assuming that FL = T, in the above equations and
performing
the nondimensionalization
of
equations according to :

2

XT

(1)
.#+

=

r,,- ChLl.3
- CL(R- a-

p,c,

(2)

2nRChxi
- Cd%- T,)l

‘t = Qi
r*=r

Qi--plxR2h,,g

rL =

&
*-_
-

x2

R’

c;

z’

”

h,GR
Qi

R2 ’

tQi
t* = pLhL,R3

R2pLhLG d?

&

the
the

h,,R
L Qi ’

r*=r

L

’

(8)

(9)

(3)

e:=*,

L

where Qi is the heat supplied to the evaporator.
Similarly, a control volume momentum balance on the
liquid film and vapor core yields :

LG

(10)

,*=pG

,*=&,
PL
results in the following

PL

system of equations

:

(11)

(12)

g+!y)

(13)

(4)
wherefw
andfi are the wall and interfacial friction
coefficients, respectively,
and fw, and fi, are their

dx:
-=_xf
dt*

I
2

(14)
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is the capillary number which represents the ratio of
viscous to surface tension forces. Note that the group of
parameters N,Ca ‘1’ is referred in the literature as the
Bond number [ 131.
Equations
(1 lH22)
form a closed system of
equations for the investigation of transient response of
the thermosyphon
with the arbitrary system parameters as follows :

C2x~_(;*_h*),{-2x~~(l-$~)

QT
NL

Ca
P*
(15)
*
Equations (1 lHl5) have to be closed by specifying the
constitutive
equations for (fw/fw,)
and (fi/fi,)
for
turbulent flow in the liquid film and vapor core, and to
determine whether the flow is laminar or turbulent a
decision can be made based on the Reynolds numbers
for the liquid film, Re,, and vapor core, Re,, i.e. (ref.

Cl211

L*
1*

heat supply parameter
two-phase Grashof number
capillary number
density ratio (or buoyancy number,
Bo = l-p*)
viscosity ratio parameter
liquid filling charge parameter
tube length parameter.

(23)

Steady-state analysis. A particularly simple solution
can be obtained for the steady state where dxs/dt* = 0,
xX = 0, dx,*/dt* = 0, XT = xTo and xf = xgo. In this
situation, from equation (12) l-t = 1/2~ and equation
(15) is reduced to

(16)
Re, =$QF/r:(2+p*$)+x:l
2

< 2300 laminar flow
2 2300 turbulent

flow.

= 0.
From equation

For thin and turbulent liquid films, it can be assumed
[ 123 that the wall friction coefficient can be expressed
by the Blausius formula,

whereas to model the interfacial friction coefficient, it is
necessary to take into consideration the countercurrent
flow of liquid and vapor. For this purpose, Bharathan
et al.‘s [ 131 correlation forfi will be utilized which was
determined on the basis of air-water flooding data for
wide range of pipe diameters and liquid and gas flowrates. Thus

where
u1 = 0 2754 X 109.07/(NL.Co’D)
u2 = 1.63 +4.74/(N,C~“~),

(24)

(17)

(20)

(13) we can solve for xTo
.xTo =

l*-h*
(25)
1-2x:0
XT0

and thus eliminate the dependence of equation (24) on
the variable xTo. With this substitution,
the physical
(QF > 0) solution space of equations (18), (19) and (24)
appears as illustrated in Fig. 2 in a plot of the heat
input parameter QF vs the steady-state film thickness
x:,/x:,
= 8/R as a function of the two-phase Grashof
number N, and liquid filling charge parameter h*/l*
for fixed values of Ca, p*, p* and I*. As shown in Fig. 2,
when Q: = 0 then x&,/x To = 0 as It 1s physlcally required, but an increase in the heat flux causes the film
thickness also to increase. However, for a given value of
NL, Ca, p*, p*, 1* and sufficiently large h*/I*, there is a
maximum value ofthe heat flux which, as shown below,
corresponds
to the entrainment
limiting operation of
a thermosyphon.
The film thickness can be increased
until x7 = I* at which point the liquid pool becomes
dry. This film thickness can be determined
from
equation (13), i.e

(21)
(2).,Z,=;[1-y]=f::

and
(22)

(26)

and, therefore, the limiting solution ofequation (24) can
be expressed in terms of h*/l* as shown in Fig. 2 with
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Fro. 2. Steady-state distribution of input heat flux to the evaporator with the film thickness.

vertical dotted lines. Notice that at low liquid fillings
(h*/l* << I), the dry-out of the liquid pool can occur
before achieving the maximum heat RJX condition
(point A, for example, in Fig. 2 on the curve N, =
40,000), whereas at large liquid fillings (point B), the
steady-state solution predicts a maximum heat input to
the evaporator
that will sustain the steady state (at
point C). As N, decreases due to a decrease in the tube
diameter, for example, (QF),,, is reduced and shifted
towards a larger film thickness. The effect of increasing
the system pressure or increasing p* is to increase the
maximum heat flux with other parameters remaining
the same and is not shown in Fig. 2. It is clear from Fig. 2
that an increase in QT above its maximum value (Qf),,,
for fixed values of the remaining
independent
parameters cannot yield a steady-state solution since
no film thickness exists which can maintain this new
heat flux, and at this point the system operation may
shift to a different state which may be either stable or
unstable. With a given tilling charge of h*/l* = 0.1 and
N, = 40,000 in Fig. 2, there are two different film
thicknesses corresponding
to the same heat flux; for
example, (Q&, = (QT)n. This means that fluctuations

in the film thickness ofsufficient magnitude may be able
to produce the system operation between points D and
D’. Figure
3 illustrates
this in a plot of the
nondimensional
interfacial
shear
obtained
from
equation (6),
128(Q:)’
ri*o= - ziO
ZZZp
Pi.g2R
P*%

(27)
vs the heat input parameter Q: as a function of N,, Cu,
p*, p*, I* and h*/i*.
To investigate analytically the dynamics of the liquid
film and pool in a thermosyphon,
it is necessary to
investigate the solution of the nonlinear equations (1 I)(19). In this paper, however, only the results from a
linearized analysis will be discussed.
~~neu~ize~ stff~ility u~ulysis. Equation (15) can be
linearized about the equilibrium state XT,, x& and
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FIG. 3. Steady-state

Q.*

interfacial

xX0 = 0, i.e.

af
$3 49 = f(x:o,o) + ax*

!!$f(

10

^I

x (XT -x:0) +

= A,,(x:

-xro)+

&l;O(XZ-0)

+

qx:, xq*)

A22(~q*-O)+F(~:,~f)

(28)

where f (xTo, 0) = Orepresents thesteady-statesolution
expressed by equation (24) whereas A,, = df/3x:lo
and A,, = i3f/dxtl, are evaluated at the steady-state
values of XT and xX. F(x:,xX) denotes the nonlinear
terms in the series expansion of equation (28). Since also
from equation (8) we have that
dx:
_
= x4,
dt*
equations

120

160

shear stress distribution.

analysis shows that, as the heat flux to the evaporator is
increased, there is a progressive loss of stability of the
system (the eigenvalues of equation (30) became less
negative) and that the steady-state solution becomes
unstable when the liquid pool dries out, that is when
xTo = 1* and QT < (QT),.,. The steady state is also
unstable for large liquid fillings when QT = (Qf),,,,
since at this point one of the eigenvalues has a turning
point from the negative to the positive value. The
instability of the system at large liquid fillings and at the
maximum values of heat fluxes shown in Fig. 2 is also
consistent with the experimental observations and, as
discussed below,it can be physically associated with the
entrainment
or flooding limiting operation
of the
thermosyphon.

(29)

(28) and (29) can be written as follows :

3. DISCUSSION
WITH

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the above
system of equations
to yield stable steady-state
solutions are that the eigenvalues of the characteristic
equation, det 1A - 111 = 0, have negative real parts. The

AND COMPARISON

OF THE ANALYTICAL

RESULTS

EXPERIMENTS

The analytical results of the !imiting input heat fluxes
to the evaporator, Q:, presented and discussed in the
previous section, are compared with the experimental
data in this section. Much of the data in the literature
pertaining to the limiting heat fluxes cannot be used for
the comparison
with the analytical
results either
because of the lack of complete parameter specification
in the experiments as required by the model [equation

Cohen and
Bayley Cl1
2R = 1.915 cm
I = 16.2 cm
QL = 1.54 cm3
P = 0.1 MPa
Water

Nguyen-Chi and
Groll [lo]
2R = 1.9 cm
I = 250 cm
QL = 86200 cm’
P = O.oo4-0.02 MPa
Water

Fukano et al. [ll]
2R = 0.953-2.09 cm
1= 91.44 cm
QL = US-50 cm3
P = 0.05-0.4 MPa
Methanol

References
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14,740

12,608

10,574

8676

14,740

8676

73.6

45

45

45

45

104

104

191.5

294

294

294

294

294

294

28,300

28,300

28,300

28,300

0.55

0.74

1.1

1.5

80

80

80

80

5335

29.5

23,300

NJ.

191.5

-$

14

h*

0.015
0.017
0.023
0.017

0.043

0.043

8.4 x 1O-5
5.15 x 10-S
3x10-5
1.32 x lo-“
3.05 X 10-s
6.23 x lo-“

6.23 x lo-“

6.23 x lo-“

6.23 x lo-“

2.6 x lo-’
3.6 x lo- ’
5.3 X lo-’
1.94 X 10-7
5.3 X lo-’
7.24 x 10m8

7.24 x 1O-8

7.24 x 10-s

1.24 x 1O-8

0.043

0.043

0.0184

1.32 x 1O-4

1.94 X lo-’

7.1
Evaporation
heat flux
21
Evaporation
heat flux
42
Evaporation
heat flux
48
Evaporation
heat flux

critical

critical

critical

critical

limit

limit

limit

limit

limit

limit

27
Entrainment
18.5
Entrainment
12.2
Entrainment
8.3
Entrainment
26
Entrainment
6.5
Entrainment

0.057

5.6 x 1O-3

4.3 X lo-’

0.023

0.025

1.2 x 1om3

1.2 X 10-e

69.5
Oscillation limit
18.4
Film dryout limit
42.8
Evaporation
critical
heat flux

0.034

Nature of critical
heat flux

Predicted

heat flux limits

30

8.5

2.5

1.1

41

18

91.3

31

9.1

31

9.1

14.3

3

10.3

5.1

8.1

12.3

20

26.3

21.5

107

146

(Q3m.s (Qihr,.o,,z
(Q:hry.out
I

on the system parameters

(Q3e.p

heat fluxes and their dependence

2.7 x 1O-3

-

p* =;

and predicted

3.3 X lo- ’

Ca

between the experimental

87.5

=;

Table 1. Comparison
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(23)] or ofthe different thermosyphon
geometries (open
thermosyphon,
annular thermosyphon,
etc.) utilized in
these investigations. Table 1 shows a summary of three
such experimental investigations
where a comparison
with the present model is possible. Given in this table
are the independent
parameters of the system (I*, h*,
N,, Ca, p* and p*) and the observed limiting heat fluxes
and their nature, i.e. pertaining to the oscillation limit
[ 111, liquid film dry-out limit [ 111, entrainment limit
[lo] and the critical heat flux limit [ 11. The last three
columns in Table 1 show the predicted limiting fluxes
by utilizing the steady state solution [equation (24)].
(Q:hmis the maximum input heat flux corresponding
to the given parameters
(see Fig. 2), (Q&ry_autZ
corresponds to the situation when the liquid filling is
large and the evaporator dries out (point B, for example,
in Fig. 2), and (Qihry-out
1corresponds to the dry-out of
the evaporator at small liquid fillings (point A in Fig. 2).
The comparison
between
the predicted
and
experimental values of limiting heat fluxes in Table 1
indicates that the heat fluxes due to the entrainment or
flooding can be associated with (Q:),,,,,, while the
oscillation and film dry-out limiting fluxes compare
most favorably with (Q&ry_ou,Z. It should be stressed,
however, that this comparison is not meaningful since
corresponds to the drying of the evaporator,
(Q%ry-outz
while the experimental
film dry-out
heat flux is
associated with drying of the film above the surface of
the liquid pool.
The limiting heat fluxes corresponding
to the critical
heat fluxes in the evaporator occur at low as well as at
high liquid fillings depending on the input heat flux
distribution.
Table
1 shows some data points
associated
with such limiting
fluxes and the
corresponding
fluxes from the analysis. As seen in this
table, the model fails to predict the evaporator critical
heat fluxes at low liquid fillings, since no physics is built
into the model to achieve this prediction.
Lee and Mital’s [3] experimental
data, although
quite thorough, cannot be utilized for comparison with
this analysis because of their definition of the limiting
heat flux which corresponds to a flux above which the
operating
pressure inside the thermosyphon
tube
cannot be maintained. Their definition of limiting heat
fluxes leads in general to lower critical fluxes than those
discussed
above.
Bezrodnyi
and
Volkov’s
[9]
experimental data pertain to a closed thermosyphon
connected to a large reservoir at the bottom filled with
liquid. They identified three distinct limiting heat
fluxes : (1) those associated with flooding; (2) those
associated with the liquid film hanging ; and (3) those
associated with the liquid film inversion. Their data are
expressed
in terms of three different correlations
reflecting the three crisis phenomena
above whose
direct comparison
with the analysis presented in the
paper is not straightforward.
These experiments
demonstrate, nevertheless, that the limiting heat fluxes
associated with liquid film hanging and film inversion
are greater than those associated with flooding, and to
search analytically for the prediction of these limiting

heat fluxes it may be necessary to solve the nonlinear
system of equations presented in section 2.
4. CONCLUSIONS

An analytical model has been presented to study the
steady state and stability thresholds of a closed twophase thermosyphon.
Although the derived model
accounts for the subcooling of the liquid film and
nonlinear thermohydrodynamic
interaction between
the liquid film and vapor core in the thermosyphon,
only a special case of this model has been investigated
corresponding
to the saturated liquid film. A linear
stability analysis predicts the loss of stability of the
system as the heat flux is increased to the evaporator
and leading to an instability when the liquid pool dries
out and when the flooding condition is established in
the thermosyphon.
The steady-state distribution of the
input heat flux parameter, Q:, as a function of the film
thickness and independent
parameters of the system
(NL, Ca, I*, h*, p* and p*) shows the existence of a
maximum heat flux for large fillings, whereas for small
fillings no such maximum is predicted. Based on a
comparison
of the model predictions
with the
experimental
data, it is shown that the predicted
maximum
heat flux can be associated
with the
entrainment
or flooding heat flux limit. A nonlinear
analysis of the general model presented in the paper has
not been performed to examine the system of equations
which may yield an oscillatory behavior such as the one
experimentally observed and labelled as the oscillation
limit. Clearly, the conditions
affecting the limiting
operation of a thermosyphon
are very complex, and
many more careful experiments
are needed
to
understand
the limiting system operation under the
increasing and decreasing heat fluxes.
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STATIONNAIRES
ET FRONTIERES
DE STABILITE
THERMOSIPHON
DIPHASIQUE
ET FERME

DUN

R&nnC-Une
etude analytique est present&e dans le but de determiner les caracteristiques
stationnaires
et les
frontieres de stabiliti d’un thermosiphon
diphasique
et fermb. Le modele analytique
est base sur une
description du systeme par paramitres
localisb qui inclut la thermohydraulique
du coeur de vapeur, du film
liquide et de la masse liquide de l’evaporateur.
Les solutions stationnaires
et l’analyse de stabilitt lineaire des
equations
revtlent l’existence de deux limites operatoires:
l’une associte a l’engorgement
et l’autre a
I’ass8chementduliquidedans1’6vaporateur.Unettudeparam~triqueestconduitepourd~terminerleseffetsde
la gtomttrie du caloduc, du remplissage de liquide et des caracteristiques
du fluide sur les hmites operatoires.
On conduit aussi la comparaison
des flux thermiques limites a l’engorgement et a l’assechement obtenus par le
calcul avec les don&es expirimentales.

GESCHLOSSENER
ZWEI-PHASEN-THERMOSYPHON-DAS
VERHALTEN
STATIONAREN
ZUSTAND
UND DIE STABILITATSGRENZE

IM

Zusammenfassung-Das
Verhalten im stationaren
Zustand und die Stabilitltsgrenze
eines Zwei-PhasenThermosyphons
wurden analytisch untersucht. Das analytische Model1 baut auf einer Systembeschreibung
mit konzentrierten
Parametern
auf. Es enthalt das thermohydraulische
Verhalten des Dampllcerns,
des
Fliissigkeitsfilms
und des Fliissigkeitssumpfes
im Verdampfer. Die Ldsungen fur den station&en Zustand und
die Iineare Stabilitatsuntersuchung
der wesentlichen
Gleichungen
zeigen das Vorhandensein
zweier
Arbeitsgrenzen:
Die eine ist mit dem Uberfluten,
die andere mit dem Austrocknen
der Fhissigkeit im
Verdampfer
verbunden.
Zusltzlich
wurde eine Parameterstudie
durchgefiihrt,
urn den EinfluB der
Warmerohrgeometrie,
der Fiillmenge und der Fluideigenschaften
auf die Arbeitsgrenzen
zu bestimmen.
AuBerdem wurden die berechneten
Grenz-Wiirmestromdichten
fur UberIlutung
und Austrocknen
mit
Versuchsdaten
verglichen.
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